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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
XXcelerate, an Oregon 501(c)(3) nonprofit
corporation, was formed in February 2017 with the
belief that by accelerating and supporting growth
of women-led companies, we can help increase
employment opportunities, grow the economy and
support role models for future women
entrepreneurs. From the beginning, we have been
focused on providing access to capital for womxn
business owners, one of their foremost barriers to
growth.
While all entrepreneurs face the “capital gap” due
to shrinking interest among banks to fund small
business, the gap is even more challenging for
female entrepreneurs. Consider the following
statistics:1
❖ Between 2014 and 2019, the number of womenowned businesses climbed 21% to a total of
nearly $13 million – this while all businesses
increased only 9%.
❖ Four out of ten businesses in the US are owned
by women.
❖ Women-led, venture-backed companies were
found less likely to fail, used less capital and
had 12% higher annual revenues.
And yet…
❖ Women receive only 4.4% of the total dollars of
conventional small business loans.2
❖ 2.2% of the $130 billion total in venture capital
money invested went to women, the same as
2017.3

The challenge in Oregon is particularly acute. The
Portland Business Journal reports a billion dollar
shortfall in small and medium sized lending, with
14% of SBA 7(a) loans going to women.4

Women are only a fifth as likely as men to
secure funding from an already inadequate
pool of capital.

In response to the growing gap womxn face in
accessing capital, Xxcelerate has created a loan
fund that addresses these well documented gaps
in order to have a greater impact on the growth
and health of our communities. In addition to
creating solutions to address the lending gap,
XXcelerate strengthens the lendability of womenowned businesses by offering education through
its XXcelerator program. The XXcelerator is an
educational 3-month business building program
that teaches women entrepreneurs the skills and
mindset needed to better organize and grow their
businesses during critical early-stage
development. Loan candidates are also eligible for
targeted capital readiness coaching and one-onone technical assistance in getting ready for the
loan, getting through the application process and
ongoing support post disbursement; increasing
their chances of success in receiving a loan
disbursement and paying back the loan.

“2019 State of Women-Owned Businesses Report - Summary of Key Trends”, American Express, available at https://about.americanexpress.com/files/
doc_library/file/2019-state-of-womxn-owned-businesses-report.pdf
1 See

“State of Small Business Lending: Spotlight on Women Entrepreneurs”, Fundera, available at https://www.fundera.com/blog/the-state-of-online-smallbusiness-lending-q2-2016
3 See ‘Funding for Female Founders Stalled at 2.2% of VC Dollars 2018’, available at https://fortune.com/2019/01/28/funding-female-founders-2018/
4 See ‘Inside the Decline of Small Business Lending’, available at https://www.bizjournals.com/portland/news/2018/08/30/inside-the-decline-of-small-businesslending-in.html. See SBA 2019 Fund Report, available at https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/2019-12/WebsiteReport_asof_20191227.pdf
2 See

LOAN FUND BACKGROUND
In 2018, XXcelerate began working to create a
security offering that would allow qualified
investors to pool capital that we would then loan
to women entrepreneurs based on a primarily
relationship-based risk profile. In our work, with
K&L Gates, we discovered that Oregon Law
established after the Aequitas case placed
onerous liability on every director and service
provider connected to Oregon-originated security
offerings, essentially making the offering
prohibitively expensive.5 In January 2019,
XXcelerate began looking for alternatives and
honed in on a pilot strategy of (1) white-labeling
existing loan programs in partnership with more
established non-profit lenders, and (2) whitelabeling a CD-based, branded product that would
generate the loan funds administered by regulated
banking entity for which philanthropic funds
would serve as a loan loss reserve.
Based on this model, we raised our initial
investments from Meyer Memorial Trust and
Oregon Community Foundation, at $250,000 each
and $150,000 from Business Oregon’s Oregon
Growth Fund. We have also had investments from
a variety of smaller private donors, to the tune of
$100,000. We anticipate the fund will formally
open quarter 2 of 2020 at $1 million in total
investments.
We also knew that we needed an alternative
product that took an unconventional approach to
lending. Traditional business loans require credit
and/or collateral, posing barriers to entry for
womxn, who continue to face structural obstacles
to access to wealth such as; inequitable pay, lack

of generational wealth, childcare, and a gender
biased C-suite. Further complicating access are
financial institutions’ lack of appetite for funding
the space where many womxn are at currently;
startups and early stage, ‘lifestyle’ and
professional services sectors, low asset and social
purpose models.6

A “character-based” loan instead relies on a
trusted relationship between the borrower and
lender, the borrower’s character and
community standing, and on the financial
strength and performance of their business.

Following this strategy, XXcelerate discovered an
underwriter with a proven track record in
executing Main Street loan programs, Colorado
Lending Source (CLS). XXcelerate has contracted
with CLS to review, underwrite and service our
loans. CLS uses a character based lending model
that has had success with small business lending.
With more than 200 loans made across its entire
portfolio and zero defaults in its character lending
portfolio, CLS has demonstrated capacity to
service loans in Oregon.
With all the pieces together, in September 2019,
XXcelerate launched a pilot program to test the
CLS partnership and to develop an innovative
approach to loan origination and technical
assistance programming. Herewith are the results,
challenges and lessons learned from the
XXcelerate Loan Fund pilot project.

5 See

‘Aequitas Investors Score Major Victory with $234.6 Million Settlement’, The Oregonian, available at https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2019/07/
aequitas-investors-score-major-victory-with-2346-million-settlement.html
“3 trends that prevent entrepreneurs from accessing capital’, Kauffman Foundation, available at https://www.kauffman.org/currents/2018/07/3-trendsthat-prevent-entrepreneurs-from-accessing-capital
6 See

PILOTING THE LOAN FUND
Overview
In September 2019, Xxcelerate opened up the loan
fund to women-led businesses, based in Oregon,
who graduated from our XXcelerator education
program - a pool of 72 entrepreneurs. We placed an
open call for applications targeted to any business
that was capital ready for a loan disbursement by
the end of the year. Applicants needed to meet the
following criteria:
❖ Accept the Terms of Loans – Loans from
$5K-50K over a five year period at a fixed rate of
10%.
❖ Meet the Conditions for Eligibility –
Businesses must be: based in Oregon, majority
owned by our program participant, have annual
revenues below $5M, and be able to illustrate
financial integrity and a growth strategy that
illustrates viable and realistic growth over the
next two years.

Methodology
XXcelerate contracted with strategic planning and
capacity building consultant, Amy Jermain, to
deliver the pilot program. She was tasked with
working with CLS to build a loan origination
process that would streamline candidates from
our programs into their application process
seamlessly. While also ensuring that candidates
are well vetted, prepared and capable of receiving
and paying back a loan from the fund. We knew
from consulting other loan funds that the heavy
lift was going to be in providing capital coaching
and technical assistance to candidates.
As such, Amy was responsible for matching
candidates to a pool of qualified coaches who
could assist in preparing business owners to
complete some of the more arduous tasks of
filling in a loan application (ie. 24 month cash flow
projection statements). The strategic advisors of
the fund had been building relationships across
the financial sector over the year and leveraged
those relationships by asking local banks and

consultants to donate some time to capital
coaching. The application process is outlined
below:
First, XXcelerate required interested
entrepreneurs to fill out an application. This
allowed us to collect the information we needed
to establish their eligibility, gather baseline
data and determine their needs.
Second, we did an initial intake session in the
form of a one-on-one session to more deeply
explore the stage of the business, the capacity
of the owner, the detailed ask and strategic plan
to execute the loan funds. We were able to
ascertain the needs of the entrepreneur by
reviewing their existing financials and asking
them to articulate their growth plan.
Third, based on the needs of the candidate, we
paired them with a capital coach, gave them a
list of items to work on and improve and a list
of tasks that needed to be completed. They were
introduced to the capital coach and were
responsible for reaching out to their assigned
coaches and ensuring they scheduled in
support sessions.
Lastly, once they had their paperwork
completed and up to the standard we believed
would pass muster of the underwriter, their
profile, business plans, cash flow statements,
and financials were submitted for review to CLS.
CLS reviewed the submissions for interest and
asked qualified candidates to apply to the loan
via their Main Street application process.
CLS was then responsible for supporting
applicants through their application process.
When necessary, XXcelerate stepped in to help an
entrepreneur through any challenging procedures.
Based on this methodology, the results of the pilot
project follow.

Summary of Results
In September 2019, XXcelerate Fund made a call
for applicants to the pilot program. We invited all
past participants of our education cohort (Cohorts
1, 2 and 3) to apply to the loan fund if they were
seeking capital. The requirements to submit a
request for a loan were to provide a business plan,
24 month cash flow projection statement (with
assumptions) and their 2019 financial statements.
We gave them 8 weeks to gather the necessary
material, meet with a capital coach and prepare to
go through CLS’ application process.
Here are the results of the pilot project:
❖ Thirteen entrepreneurs applied and/or expressed
interest to the pilot loan fund.
❖ Five out of thirteen applicants proceeded through
the initial submission process and on to the CLS
application process.
❖ We provided a total of 53.25 technical assistance
hours to the applicant pool, with 75% of those
hours going to the final five applicants.
❖ Of the five applicants: three secured the capital
funding they were seeking from another source,
one applicant successfully received a loan from
the XXcelerate fund for $50,000.
❖ 60% of the final applicants had been turned down
by a conventional lender in the past.
Participant Feedback:

❖ 100% of the applicants reported having an
increase in confidence in understanding
financial documents and their role in debt
financing after going through our technical
assistance program.
❖ Two applicants realized through the process
that they were eligible for conventional loans
(at lower rates) either through their bank, or
friends and family. One applicant realized
they were eligible for equity financing and
decided not to pursue our loan program to
focus on options that became available to
them during the process.
❖ One applicant felt as though the process was
too much work for them to complete.

The final five applicants were surveyed on their
experience with the pilot project and provided some
key observations worth noting:

❖ One applicant was not able to provide the
personal guarantees as there were other
stakeholders with over 20% ownership that
were not willing to sign on the loan.

❖ 100% of the applicants reported that the
XXcelerate loan fund was chosen because there
was trust, familiarity and support.

❖ 100% would recommend the XXC loan fund to
other women entrepreneurs who could not
get capital otherwise

CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNED
Post pilot, XXcelerate surveyed applicants and
coaches to better understand some of the
challenges that arose during the loan submission
process. We also summarize some of the
challenges we faced as an organization during the
pilot project. Find those observations summarized
below.

Applicant Challenges
Lack of Information
Most applicants felt there was not enough
information up front. They felt as though they were
lacking a clear understanding of the process and
all the requirements.
Lack of Time
Applicants felt the process was somewhat
arduous. Some entrepreneurs reported being time
restricted - although applicants were capital
ready, they did not have the time to produce the
work required to get the loan.
Inconsistency
Communication and coordination between CLS
and XXcelerate was bumpy and inconsistent.

Coach Feedback
Concerns about Capacity and Knowledge
Some entrepreneurs did not have a basic
understanding of how to build spreadsheets and
link them together with formulas. Those same
entrepreneurs did not understand the value of an
"Assumptions" sheet.
Some applicants were qualified for conventional
loans or LOCs and would have been better served
going that route.
It was clear that a few applicants were poised for
exponential revenue growth but did not have the
knowledge or bandwidth to create the quality or
depth of documentation they required.

75% of applicants needed coaching in Excel
spreadsheet development and comfortability in
forecasting and scenario planning.
Lack of Process and Procedure
The process would have been less confusing and
daunting if XXcelerate had a better streamlined
application/underwriting process and one that
does not require client contact with the
underwriter. Lending is relationship based and
XXcelerate seems to be in a better position to
deliver that relationship.
Coaches need to be assigned to applicants earlier
or be provided with a baseline of information prior
to meeting with clients. It was challenging for
coaches to understand the history of the business
and have context without more information up
front.
There was a lack of clarity around the process and
comprehensive checklist of information that the
underwriter wanted.

XXcelerate Challenges
Technical Assistance and Readiness Coaching
Other loan funds serving underserved
entrepreneurs have reported that underserved
entrepreneurs often need most the following
assistance: decision support, building capacity in
financial management and how to best manage
their time as they as often stretched thin.7
XXcelerate observed some of the same barriers
among our pilot participants. We were confident
that many of our cohort graduates were capital
ready (their businesses illustrated the need for
that $50-100k investment in working capital to
grow to the next stage), but we did not know the
investment required to prepare them for the loan
application process.

“Reimagining Technical Assistance’, Association for Enterprise Opportunity, available at, https://www.aeoworks.org/wp-content/uploads/
2019/03/reimaginingta.pdf
7 See

Most of our participants were stretched thin with
time–they had part-time jobs, did not have staff,
were bootstrapping their growth to date and had no
bandwidth to take on any more. This was a major
obstacle in getting participants ready in a finite
window of time.
Most participants struggled with articulating their
growth strategy into sound and realistic financial
projections. Some came to the initial intake session
with an idea that simply would not be bankable. We
had to work with them to be more tactical about
applying a loan request to a strategy that would net
their business a revenue base that was bankable.
Administrative Cost
The administrative cost to run the intake, vetting
and technical assistance piece of the loan program
is the reason most traditional lenders have
abandoned the small business lending markets. To
cover these facilitative and administrative costs
XXcelerate must, in parallel, raise a significant
amount of operating costs to deploy the Loan
program.
We have yet to structure and onboard a coaching
pool. While we identified three coaches to volunteer
their time to help our applicants, double that
amount was difficult to get commitments from. We
estimate that we will have to have paid contracts
with up to 50% of the capital readiness coaches if
we want to find coaches who match the ideal profile
of an XXcelerate coach; efficient, effective, flexible,
empathetic and patient.
Starting from Scratch
Although anticipated, XXcelerate invested a
significant amount of resources to create a new
loan origination process and map it to our
underwriter’s process. We attempted to gather best
practices from other loan funds but came up short
when our primary focus was to adapt to our
particular underwriter’s needs.
Because we were starting from scratch, our pilot
lacked a standard approach and was not able to
communicate clearly the process up front for the

pilot. We did not have the terms of the loan fixed up
front. We also were not able to answer questions
about our underwriter’s process to some degree.
This was a significant challenge to our coaches and
participants.
XXcelerate learned very quickly that debt financing
and capital readiness is often a deeply relationshipbased process. As a nonprofit serving womxn
entrepreneurs with education, peer mentorship,
vetted resources, we consider ourselves very
founder oriented, always ensuring that the needs of
the womxn in our community our being met, and
adapting when necessary to best meet these needs.
However, we had not anticipated the importance of
building a process first that could be supportive,
trusted and empathetic while also being results
oriented.

At XXcelerate, we want to ensure we are
building the self-efficacy of our underserved
entrepreneurs while building their capacity
to strike down the barriers that limit their
access.
We learned that we also need to uniquely distance
ourselves from the nontransparent, biased and
impenetrable fortress that conventional lending
represents for womxn and minority populations. We
do that by developing a deeply relationship based
process that allows us to begin to challenge the
systemic and normative barriers that lending
represents in this country.
Legal Barriers
Working with our lawyers, XXcelerate had to create a
custom workflow with lenders.
Lenders sign promissory notes with Colorado
Lending Source, and agreement with XXcelerate,
and XXcelerate then signs an agreement with CLS.
This process required additional time to create and
review.

Lessons Learned
Time and Preparedness
The loan underwriting process in general is
burdensome on early stage entrepreneurs.
XXcelerate learned that we could provide all the
information applicants required to plan their time
up front. With document checklists, an application
map with milestones, and a clear and
instructional application, we can at least give
entrepreneurs the ability to plan ahead for the
loan process. With additional services, like
roadmapping, XXcelerate can also help concept
phase and early stage entrepreneurs map their
journey – giving them the advanced knowledge on
what milestones are required to hit in order to
grow profitably and sustainably.
We also can remedy the lack of information with a
clear and streamlined process and procedure.
During the pilot period, XXcelerate was not
intimately familiar with CLS’ underwriting process.
We would have spent more time becoming
intimate with their underwriting process.
Furthermore, CLS was piloting the application of
their processes to another funds’ outside of theirs
for the first time. All around, there was a lack of
information as we were mapping process as we
went along. We believe XXcelerate and CLS are now
in the unique position of being able to build the
capacity of other small loan funds to adopt the
character based lending process of CLS.

surprises, will lend itself to a much more
comfortable experience, especially targeted and
more culturally sensitive to serve underserved
populations.

While it was clear that the majority of the
applicants qualified for conventional loans (not a
disqualifier for the pilot), it was understood that
applicants felt more comfortable coming to an
organization with whom they had a prior
relationship with and could trust. We learned that
offering capital readiness coaching as a service
would help all underserved/underestimated
populations in our community build their capacity
for any loan product, not just ours.

Building Trust

Integrating Capital Readiness Element into our
Suite of Services

There is a significant heavy lift up front due to the
relationship based nature of quality loan
readiness services. In order to best remove
barriers, XXcelerate learned that a certain level of
customer prep and customer service is required to
make womxn feel more comfortable in the
process. Due to the lack of trust womxn have in
the conventional lending system, we learned that
being sensitive to the customer experience, her
need for as much up front information as possible
and keeping communications streamlined with no

XXcelerate learned through our pilot project, that
we could lay more groundwork in our educational
cohorts to accomplish many of the milestones in
the application process. By incorporating the
vetting of possible candidates at cohort intake, we
can identify potential ideal candidates early on,
begin working with them on their checklists and
coaching during the course of the 3 month cohort.
We can ensure entrepreneurs have one-on-one
coaching sessions that are customized to getting
ready for capital.

Building Capacity of Underserved Entrepreneurs
We learned that the participants the loan program
targets are quite early-stage and as a result have
less experience with financial statements,
strategic planning and understanding the role
debt financing plays in their business’s growth.
Many struggled with building their cash flow
projection statements and assumptions and
articulating their growth strategy into hard goals
in which to create realistic projections around.
While it was clear that a few participants were
poised for exponential revenue growth, they did
not have the knowledge or bandwidth to create the
quality or depth of documentation they required.
XXcelerate plans to make some adjustments to
our cohort curriculum in order to begin those
conversations earlier in the process, establish
more financial literacy up front and then connect
candidates to the resources they need in order to
be successful.

The Importance of an Inclusive Capital Network
In 2019, XXcelerate was approached by the Surdna
Foundation and invited to apply for support from
the foundation. As a result, we convened 20
character-based loan funds from across the
country. The goal was to better understand the
common challenges and opportunities facing loan
funds like ours, sub $5 million community-based,
character loan funds targeting underserved
populations. Through the course of our research,
and the convening, we learned there are common
barriers that all of these funds face: access to a
loan loss reserve to backstop loans (and leverage
for additional sources of funding), and “
connective tissue” to connect ecosystem players
with one another, share learnings, and increase
efficiency.8

See “Small Loan Funds for Underserved Businesses” available at https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/small-loan-funds-for-underserved-businessesjoin-forces
8

NEXT STEPS
XXcelerate summarizes the pilot project of the
XXcelerate Loan Fund as a success.
Applicants overall reported having a good
experience with our coaches and staff. Three of the
five final applicants received the capital they
needed after going through our process. Those
three applicants identified the process as ‘life
changing’, ‘motivating’ and ‘encouraging’. Most
applicants reported feeling more confident after
the process in a number of knowledge areas:
financial documents, business planning,
understanding how debt financing works and the
role debt plays in business growth. XXcelerate will
continue to monitor the progress of the pilot
project participants through 2020 in an effort to
summarise further the impact the capital has had
on their business growth.
XXcelerate also continues to hone the application
and underwriting process with CLS to ensure the
experience is streamlined, smooth, cohesive and
comfortable. We aim to formally launch the loan
fund and announce its opening to the XXcelerate
community in February 2020; open to XXcelerator
program graduates only at this time. Even though
we have been given the go ahead to open the fund
up to external participants, the organization needs
to create a system for qualifying other educational
cohorts for feeding qualified applicants into the
loan fund. We will work to achieve this community
wide participation in Q3 of 2020 and pending
donor support of our operational capacity.
Post-Pilot Accomplishments

❖ We are building a capital readiness coaching
pool, so we can deploy our community’s
financial resources in helping get our
entrepreneurs ready for debt financing. We will
have a formal coach onboarding process and a
training of the trainers program so they are
familiar with our process specifically and how
to ready any entrepreneur to be successful if
they apply.
❖ We will integrate capital readiness coaching
and more financial management lessons into
our 2020 educational cohorts.
❖ In collaboration with Business for a Better
Portland, we are advancing an $8 million
economic development package in the Oregon
legislature that would address many of the
larger systemic challenges we’ve identified in
this report.
XXcelerate will continue to raise funds to pay for
the development of our loan program and to
ensure we can sustainably operate and administer
the fund to an increasing number of womxn. We
work in tandem with organizations such as
Business for a Better Portland, Zebras Unite and
the Surdna Foundation to ensure loan funds can
eventually have access to collective pools of loan
loss reserves, funds and technical assistance
programs that will help underserved/
underestimated populations secure the capital
they need to grow and thrive.
Points of Interest in 2020
❖ Advancing economic development at the local
and state level through policy and legislation

❖ We invested in creating documents,
assessments, and materials that will present
the entrepreneur with a transparent step-bystep process for engaging our loan fund.

❖ Catalyzing and connecting a national network
of small loan funds

❖ We updated our website and have a Loan
Program page that walks any interested
candidate through the process.

❖ Opening the loan fund to participants of other
technical assistance/accelerator programs in
Oregon starting in Q3 2020

❖ Scaling the XXcelerate program and fund to
other states
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